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ngh and when the courses have ended have breathed a sigh of relief, thrown

carefully 4'rla
my es into a file,/marked the examinations and turned in the marks and then

rushed to begin to prepare a new set of lectures or a new section of study.

These insights have opened the doors into many areas which I believe the Lord

desires to have available for His people, and then I have been unable to enter

the door because I have had to rush on to open other doors.
as

During the last ten years I have spent/mm much time as 'i could 1

(Al LI-W)'I ___________'worting through the prophecies of
Daniel./I

has shown me new p!'.if -mew
" I

evidence for maninterpr.tations$hat axe-v4 sly
-br.11521*4

I have also seen

that many widely-bell:eved ideas rest pon no solid foundation. I believe He

has given me a considerable number of fresh insights into the meaning p of

2pa±t portions of thismaterial. I have been spending every spa" moment

that I could find apart from the other labors to which I was committed to

trying to work through these matters and feel that that task is now afte'4610ifflM

nine--tenths completed. Just within the last month I have gained a number of

new insights a into sections of Daniel 9 that are widely and bitterly argued,

often through lack of having observed certain essential features in the

linguistic situation. Since my formal retirement on October 1* 15 I have

given a. much time as possible to endeavoring to complete this tk. 1/
- LittI

-

Uhfbrtuaately ther. have been a considerable number of callscalls M6luding the

amount of teaching that I still did to the end of the semester, and each of
(8everal considerablys)

t eec has pushed me back in this work considerably. I just get

to the point where something is resady is to be expressed in proper fashion

and then have Iid to leave it for a meeting, a task, or a class to teach,

and then it
takes1 upls---hoa of hard work to get back to ñ.xpast the

point at which that I had reach,hen-4 (.1i/! 1:';

I am convinced tht complet4on of this work on the prophecies of Daniel

and going over the many notes as many as ssik.i possible of the notes I

have had on areas I have investigated, andputting them into proper shape,
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